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Rapid progress in the field of sialic acids has made it desirable to collect the new data about these unique sugars and to continue the series
of books on this topic. In 1960, A. GOTTSCHALK wrote "The Chemistry and Biology of Sialic Acids and Related Substances" (Cambridge
University Press) and in 1976, A. ROSENBERG and C. -L. SCHENGRUND published "Biological Roles of Sialic Acids" (Plenum Press). In
this book emphasis is given to various modern methods used in the isolation and analysis of sialic acids. New approaches to the synthesis of
free and bound sialic acids are described and the vast field of occurrence and metabolism of these substances is reviewed. Sialidoses are
dealt with in one of the chapters, because sialidases have been recognized as factors of pathophysiological im portance. As knowledge is
increasing about the involvement of sialic acids in many aspects of cell biology, another chapter is devoted to these phenomena. With this
book I intend to demonstrate modern trends in sialic acid chemistry and biochemistry, and I hope that it will be of practical use and find its
place in laboratories rather than in libraries. This publication offers an opportunity to thank all colleagues in many countries, including my
coworkers at the universities of Bochum and Kiel, for their cooperation, stimulating discussions and, very important, useful criticism. The
continuous cooperation with J. F. G. VLIEGENTHART and his coworkers, Utrecht, has been rewarding in many respects.
A practical and accessible introduction to the early stages of the English language: Old English, Middle English and Early Modern English.
Since 1975, Dr. Kenneth Swaiman’s classic text has been the reference of choice for authoritative guidance in pediatric neurology, and the
6th Edition continues this tradition of excellence with thorough revisions that bring you fully up to date with all that’s new in the field. Five new
sections, 62 new chapters, 4 new editors, and a reconfigured format make this a comprehensive and clearly-written resource for the
experienced clinician as well as the physician-in-training. Nearly 3,000 line drawings, photographs, tables, and boxes highlight the text, clarify
key concepts, and make it easy to find information quickly. New content includes 12 new epilepsy chapters, 5 new cerebrovascular chapters,
and 13 new neurooncology chapters, as well as new chapters on neuroimmunology and neuromuscular disorders, as well as chapters
focused on clinical care (e.g., Counseling Families, Practice Guidelines, Transitional Care, Personalized Medicine, Special Educational Law,
Outcome Measurements, Neurorehabilitation, Impact of Computer Resources, and Training Issues). Additional new chapters cover topics
related to the developmental connectome, stem cell transplantation, and cellular and animal models of neurological disease. Greatly
expanded sections to increase your knowledge of perinatal acquired and congenital disorders, neurodevelopmental disabilities, pediatric
epilepsy, and nonepileptiform paroxysmal disorders and disorders of sleep. Coverage of new, emerging, or controversial topics includes
developmental encephalopathies, non-verbal learning disorders, and the pharmacological and future genetic treatment of
neurodevelopmental disabilities.
A Framework for Value Management Practice—Second Edition begins by providing readers with the background needed to understand the
origins of this complex and rapidly evolving practice. The second chapter builds on this foundation, by helping readers understand how the
deceptively simple concept of "value" is actually a complex interweaving of factors that include time, people, subject and circumstance. Dr.
Thiry then walks the reader step by step through the complexities of different value methodologies. The updated third chapter describes tools
and techniques that can be used to achieve the objectives of a value study, including the latest integrative techniques. The fourth chapter,
which has been completely rewritten, covers value integration as seen within an Organizational Project Management (OPM) context.
The structural complexity and the synthetic challenges facing glycans have historically hampered efforts to study their multifaceted roles and
the application of carbohydrates in drug development. However, in very recent years, new synthetic techniques flanked by the growing
knowledge about carbohydrate involvement in physiological and pathological states has spurred renewed interest in the chemistry, biology
and therapeutic potentialities of carbohydrates. This book offers an overview of key aspects of carbohydrate biology and chemistry that are
fundamental for the design of novel therapeutics. The four-part structure of this book introduces these essential components to life, starting
from their structure and biological roles and covering analytical methods and synthesis which pave the way for the development of a wide
range of therapeutic applications.Leading experts from around the world are brought together to offer their recent research with the ultimate
aim of enlightening the reader on the complex yet exciting field of carbohydrate chemistry. Academic and industrial researchers in structural
biology, drug discovery and carbohydrate chemistry will find this book an essential guide to the latest research and future potential of
medicinal chemistry.
Sugar chains (glycans) are often attached to proteins and lipids and have multiple roles in the organization and function of all organisms.
"Essentials of Glycobiology" describes their biogenesis and function and offers a useful gateway to the understanding of glycans.
Functional advanced biopolymers have received far less attention than renewable biomass (cellulose, rubber, etc.) used for energy
production. Among the most advanced biopolymers known is chitosan. The term chitosan refers to a family of polysaccharides obtained by
partial de-N-acetylation from chitin, one of the most abundant renewable resources in the biosphere. Chitosan has been firmly established as
having unique material properties as well as biological activities. Either in its native form or as a chemical derivative, chitosan is amenable to
being processed—typically under mild conditions—into soft materials such as hydrogels, colloidal nanoparticles, or nanofibers. Given its
multiple biological properties, including biodegradability, antimicrobial effects, gene transfectability, and metal adsorption—to name but a
few—chitosan is regarded as a widely versatile building block in various sectors (e.g., agriculture, food, cosmetics, pharmacy) and for various
applications (medical devices, metal adsorption, catalysis, etc.). This Special Issue presents an updated account addressing some of the
major applications, including also chemical and enzymatic modifications of oligos and polymers. A better understanding of the properties that
underpin the use of chitin and chitosan in different fields is key for boosting their more extensive industrial utilization, as well as to aid
regulatory agencies in establishing specifications, guidelines, and standards for the different types of products and applications.
This book is a comprehensive and concise review on principles, strategies, and crucial advances in glycochemistry. It focuses on synthesis
and practical applications and emphasizes state-of-the-art approaches to the assembly and design of sugars. • Provides detailed discussion
on specific topics like oligosaccharide assembly and design of sugars, techniques in glycoconjugate preparation, multivalency, and
carbohydrate-based drug design • Uses notable examples, like solution-based one-pot methods and automated methods for sugar assembly,
to illustrate important concepts and advances in a rapidly emerging field • Discusses practical applications of carbohydrates, like medicine,
therapeutics, drug and vaccine development
Authors Dave Nelson and Mike Cox combine the best of the laboratory and best of the classroom, introducing exciting new developments
while communicating basic principles of biochemistry.
Biology of Proteoglycans provides a representative, but by no means inclusive, sample of current research on the role of proteoglycans in the
cell biology of the extracellular matrix. The book is organized into four areas: methodological developments; proteoglycan metabolism;
proteoglycans in cartilage; and proteoglycans in "soft" tissues. It begins with discussions of current methodological developments which have
had enormous impact on understanding the complexity of proteoglycan structure. These include the use of monoclonal antibodies to probe
the structure of the protein and carbohydrate portions of proteoglycans; and studies on the genes that code for the proteoglycan protein cores
and associated proteins. This is followed by separate chapters on various aspects of proteoglycan metabolism, including the synthetic
pathway used by cells to synthesize proteoglycans containing heparin and heparan sulfate; the molecular organization of different
proteoglycans in cartilage; the role of proteoglycans and associated proteins in the calcification process in growth plate; and the emerging
field of proteoglycans in "soft" or noncartilagenous tissue.
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A new focus on glycoscience, a field that explores the structures and functions of sugars, promises great advances in areas as diverse as
medicine, energy generation, and materials science, this report finds. Glycans--also known as carbohydrates, saccharides, or simply as
sugars--play central roles in many biological processes and have properties useful in an array of applications. However, glycans have
received little attention from the research community due to a lack of tools to probe their often complex structures and properties.
Transforming Glycoscience: A Roadmap for the Future presents a roadmap for transforming glycoscience from a field dominated by
specialists to a widely studied and integrated discipline, which could lead to a more complete understanding of glycans and help solve key
challenges in diverse fields.
This book equips students with a thorough understanding of various types of sensors and biosensors that can be used for chemical,
biological, and biomedical applications, including but not limited to temperature sensors, strain sensor, light sensors, spectrophotometric
sensors, pulse oximeter, optical fiber probes, fluorescence sensors, pH sensor, ion-selective electrodes, piezoelectric sensors, glucose
sensors, DNA and immunosensors, lab-on-a-chip biosensors, paper-based lab-on-a-chip biosensors, and microcontroller-based sensors. The
author treats the study of biosensors with an applications-based approach, including over 15 extensive, hands-on labs given at the end of
each chapter. The material is presented using a building-block approach, beginning with the fundamentals of sensor design and temperature
sensors, and ending with more complicated biosensors.New to this second edition are sections on op-amp filters, pulse oximetry, meat
quality monitoring, advanced fluorescent dyes, autofluorescence, various fluorescence detection methods, fluoride ion-selective electrode,
advanced glucose sensing methods including continuous glucose monitoring, paper-based lab-on-a-chip, etc. A new chapter on nanobiosensors and an appendix on microcontrollers make this textbook ideal for undergraduate engineering students studying biosensors. It can
also serve as a hands-on guide for scientists and engineers working in the sensor or biosensor industries.
Genomic and Personalized Medicine, Second Edition — winner of a 2013 Highly Commended BMA Medical Book Award for Medicine — is a
major discussion of the structure, history, and applications of the field, as it emerges from the campus and lab into clinical action. As with the
first edition, leading experts review the development of the new science, the current opportunities for genome-based analysis in healthcare,
and the potential of genomic medicine in future healthcare. The inclusion of the latest information on diagnostic testing, population screening,
disease susceptability, and pharmacogenomics makes this work an ideal companion for the many stakeholders of genomic and personalized
medicine. With advancing knowledge of the genome across and outside protein-coding regions of DNA, new comprehension of genomic
variation and frequencies across populations, the elucidation of advanced strategic approaches to genomic study, and above all in the
elaboration of next-generation sequencing, genomic medicine has begun to achieve the much-vaunted transformative health outcomes of the
Human Genome Project, almost a decade after its official completion in April 2003. Highly Commended 2013 BMA Medical Book Award for
Medicine More than 100 chapters, from leading researchers, review the many impacts of genomic discoveries in clinical action, including 63
chapters new to this edition Discusses state-of-the-art genome technologies, including population screening, novel diagnostics, and genebased therapeutics Wide and inclusive discussion encompasses the formidable ethical, legal, regulatory and social challenges related to the
evolving practice of genomic medicine Clearly and beautifully illustrated with 280 color figures, and many thousands of references for further
reading and deeper analysis
Structural Glycobiology covers the experimental, theoretical, and alternative technologies used in the study of the structural basis for the
diverse biological roles of carbohydrates. The book overviews the application of specialized technologies to the study of carbohydrates in
biology, reviews relevant and current research in the field, and is illustrated throughout by specific examples of how research investigations
have yielded key structural and associated biological data on carbohydrates and glycolipids. In particular, the book focuses on: X-ray
crystallography and small-angle scattering, NMR, and cryo-electron microscopy techniques Theoretical (modeling-based) approaches, such
as molecular mechanics, molecular dynamics, free energy calculations, and carbohydrate docking Alternative techniques for yielding
structural information on carbohydrates from complex biological samples Carbohydrates in medicine, specifically in areas that have been
directly impacted by our understanding of the structural role of carbohydrates in immune recognition: cancer, organ transplantation, and
infection
Applications of Mass Spectrometry Imaging to Cancer, the latest volume in the Advances in Cancer Research provides invaluable information
on the exciting and fast-moving field of cancer research. This volume presents original reviews on applications of mass spectrometry imaging
to cancer. Provides information on cancer research Offers outstanding and original reviews on a range of cancer research topics Serves as
an indispensable reference for researchers and students alike
Since its inception in 1945, this serial has provided critical and informative articles written by research specialists that integrate industrial,
analytical, and technological aspects of biochemistry, organic chemistry, and instrumentation methodology in the study of carbohydrates. The
articles provide a definitive interpretation of the current status and future trends in carbohydrate chemistry and biochemistry. Features
contributions from leading authorities and industry experts Informs and updates on all the latest developments in the field

Glycans play a vital role in modulating protein structure and function from involvement in protein folding, solubility and stability to
regulation of tissue distribution, recognition specificity, and biological activity. They can act as both positive and negative
regulators of protein function, providing an additional level of control with respect to genetic and environmental conditions. Due to
the complexity of glycosylated protein forms, elucidating structural and functional information has been challenging task for
researchers but recent development of chemical biology-based tools and techniques is bridging these knowledge gaps. This book
provides a thorough review of the current state of glycoprotein chemical biology, describing the development and application of
glycoprotein and glycan synthesis technologies for understanding and manipulating protein glycosylation.
The Endoplasmic Reticulum (ER) is an organelle with extraordinary signaling and homeostatic functions. It is the organelle
responsible for protein folding, maturation, quality control and trafficking of proteins destined for the plasma membrane or for
secretion into the extracellular environment. Failure, overloading or malfunctioning of any of the signaling or quality control
mechanisms occurring in the ER may provoke a stress condition known as ‘ER stress’. Accumulating evidence indicates that ER
stress may dramatically perturb interactions between the cell and its environment, and contribute to the development of human
diseases, ranging from metabolic diseases and cancer to neurodegenerative diseases, or impact therapeutic outcome. This book
primarily focuses on the pathophysiology of ER stress. It introduces the molecular bases of ER stress, the emerging relevance of
the ER-mitochondria cross-talk, the signaling pathways engaged and cellular responses to ER stress, including the adaptive
Unfolded Protein Response (UPR), autophagy as well as cell death. Next the book addresses the role of ER stress in physiology
and in the etiology of relevant pathological conditions, like carcinogenesis and inflammation, neurodegeneration and metabolic
disease. The last chapter describes how ER stress pathways can be targeted for therapeutic benefit. Altogether, this book will
provide the reader with an exhaustive view of ER stress biology and the latest insights in the role of ER stress in relevant human
diseases.
This is a brand new edition of the leading reference work on histological techniques. It is an essential and invaluable resource
suited to all those involved with histological preparations and applications, from the student to the highly experienced laboratory
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professional. This is a one stop reference book that the trainee histotechnologist can purchase at the beginning of his career and
which will remain valuable to him as he increasingly gains experience in daily practice. Thoroughly revised and up-dated edition of
the standard reference work in histotechnology that successfully integrates both theory and practice.Provides a single
comprehensive resource on the tried and tested investigative techniques as well as coverage of the latest technical developments.
Over 30 international expert contributors all of whom are involved in teaching, research and practice.Provides authoritative
guidance on principles and practice of fixation and staining. Extensive use of summary tables, charts and boxes.Information is well
set out and easy to retrieve. Six useful appendices included (SI units, solution preparation, specimen mounting, solubility).
Provides practical information on measurements, preparation solutions that are used in daily laboratory practice. Color
photomicrographs used extensively throughout. Better replicates the actual appearance of the specimen under the microscope.
Brand new co-editors. New material on immunohistochemical and molecular diagnostic techniques.Enables user to keep abreast
of latest advances in the field.
Chemical Glycobiology, Volume 597, the latest release in the Methods in Enzymology series, continues the legacy of this premier
serial with quality chapters authored by leaders in the field. This volume, the first on chemical glycobiology, contains
comprehensive chapters on the Discovery of New Glycosidases from Metagenomic Libraries, Structure-guided directed evolution
of glycosidases: A case study in engineering a blood group antigen-cleaving enzyme, A Pipeline for Studying and Engineering
Single-Subunit Oligosaccharyltransferases, Directed evolution of glycopeptides using mRNA display, Chemoenzymatic Synthesis
and Applications of Prokaryote-Specific UDP-Sugars, and Biosynthesis of Legionaminic Acid and its Incorporation into
Glycoconjugates. Readers will find the latest information on this developing area of research, as reported by leaders in the field.
Presents an updated volume in this regular series Covers research on chemical glycobiology
This volume provides a comprehensive understanding of the enigmatic identity of the glycome, a complex but important area of
research that has been largely ignored due to its complexity. The authors thoroughly deal with almost all aspects of the glycome,
i.e., elucidation of the glycan identity enigma and its role in regulation of the cellular process, and in disease etiology. The book
bridges the knowledge gap in understanding the glycome, from being a cell signature to its applications in disease etiology. In
addition, it details many of the major insights regarding the possible role of the glycome in various diseases as a therapeutic
marker. The book systematically covers the major aspects of the glycome, including the significance of substituting the diverse
monosaccharide units to glycoproteins, the role of glycans in disease pathologies, and the challenges and advances in
glycobiology. The authors stress the significance and huge encoding power of carbohydrates as well as provide helpful insights in
framing the bigger picture. The Glycome: Understanding the Diversity and Complexity of Glycobiology details state-of-the-art
developments and emerging challenges of glycome biology, which are going to be key areas of future research, not only in the
glycobiology field but also in pharmaceutics.
In this volume, glycochemistry and glycobiology have been combined to demonstrate the contribution of organic chemistry,
modern analytics, biological and biochemical expertise to the increasingly important field of glycomincs. A polysaccharide
immunomodulator with therapeutic implications, carbohydrate vaccines, new findings emphasizing the influence of carbohydrate
decoration on the regulation of inflammatory response and new therapeutic approaches in the treatment of acute and chronic
inflammatory diseases, recent approachesin the treatment of acute and chronic inflammatory diseases, recent progress on
glycoengineering based on a glycosylation, and key aspects of the glycosylation changes associated with bladder cancer are
amongst the subjects presented in this volume. The contribution of glycochemistry to innovation in glycosciences is shown with
chapters covering highly functionalized exo-glycals for the generation of molecular diversity in a chemoselective manner, imino
sugar glycosidase inhibitors, carbasugars, multivalent glycoconjugates, including glycodendrimers, glyconanotubes, and
glyconanoparticles, and their uses in medicinal chemistry, as well as artificial saccharide-based and saccharide functionalized
gene delivery systems. Siderphores based on monosaccharides (which have proven effective for Gram-negative bacteria and
mycobacteria), and the so-called smart materials, (which can modulate and control cell behaviour), complete the volume. Volume
38 of Carbohydrate Chemistry - Chemical and Biological Apporaches contains contributions ranging from glycochemistry to
glycobiology. This collection demonstrates in a meaningful way how the interdisciplinary approach of an international glyconetwork
can advance the field of carbohydrate research in Europe and worldwide.
Carbohydrates are the most abundant natural products, in line with their role as energy stores and structural building blocks in
plants and algae. They are versatile enough to serve as encoders of biological information and, last but not least, they are involved
in a variety of molecular recognition processes. Research into carbohydrate and glycoconjugate functions in cell-to-cell
communication processes has even created a new and rapidly developing field of study: glycobiology. Thisbe Lindhorst's
successful book is now available in its second edition. Going from the basic concepts right up to the most recent results, this
didactically written book features numerous practical examples of synthetic and analytical methods. The contents have been
thoroughly updated, and a new chapter on mass spectroscopy of carbohydrates has been added. With its clear and lucid style, this
introduction to carbohydrate chemistry and biochemistry is essential reading for students and postgraduate scientists in chemistry,
biochemistry, pharmacy and biomedicine. "a very readable book which presents carbohydrate chemistry and, in later sections,
biochemistry as exciting areas to work and study. The author captures a sense of wonder and inspiration from the very elegance
of these areas of science and their application in the real worlds of pharmaceutical and medical research." (The Alchemist)
Introduces Groundbreaking Approaches for Assessing Lectin Function Lectins and their ligands are under quite a heavy
microscope due to their potential applications to pharmacology, immunology, cancer therapy, and agriculture. With growing
interest in the glycobiology field, the body of research related to lectin roles has grown at an explosive rate
Introduction to Glycobiology reveals the true impact of the sugars on biological systems, explaining their function at the molecular, cellular,
and organismal level and their clinical relevance.
Biochemistry addresses the diverse needs of premed, biochemistry, and life science majors by presenting relevant material while still
preserving a chemical perspective. Presented within the next generation of WileyPLUS, Biochemistry emphasizes worked problems through
video walkthroughs, interactive elements and expanded end-of-chapter problems with a wide range of subject matter and difficulty. The
worked problems in the course are both qualitative and quantitative and model for students the biochemical reasoning they need to practice.
Students will often be asked to analyze data and make critical assessments of experiments.
The "Gold Standard" in Biochemistry text books, Biochemistry 4e, is a modern classic that has been thoroughly revised. Don and Judy Voet
explain biochemical concepts while offering a unified presentation of life and its variation through evolution. Incorporates both classical and
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current research to illustrate the historical source of much of our biochemical knowledge.
Glycans play essential roles in diverse biological and etiological processes and their structural complexity endow various functions. The
glycome is the entire set of glycans produced by an individual organism. As the glycan microarray emerged, a good amount of knowledge
has been obtained in understanding the functions of glycans. However, limited accessibility of glycans is a major obstacle to the functional
glycomics study. Although isolation from biology samples provided some structures, the low abundance of glycans obtained and the difficulty
in complete structural assignment restricted the subsequent assay. To circumvent this limitation, many synthetic strategies, including
chemical, enzymatic and chemo-enzymatic ones have been developed to make libraries of structurally defined complex glycans available.
The glycans provided by these techniques combined with high-throughput glycoarray techniques have broadened and deepened our
understanding about functional glycomics. The aim of this book is to provide a comprehensive review of the current state of the synthetic
glycome and a brief introduction of the application of the synthetic glycome in glycoarray assay. Accordingly, synthetic strategies toward
generating glycans with comprehensive structures as well as the glycoarrays to unveil the glycan functions are described in this book.
This book provides the "nuts and bolts" background for a successful study of carbohydrates - the essential molecules that not only give you
energy, but are an integral part of many biological processes. A question often asked is 'Why do carbohydrate chemistry?' The answer is
simple: It is fundamental to a study of biology. Carbohydrates are the building blocks of life and enable biological processes to take place.
Therefore the book will provide a taste for the subject of glycobiology. Covering the basics of carbohydrates and then the chemistry and
reactions of carbohydrates this book will enable a chemist to gain essential knowledge that will enable them to move smoothly into the worlds
of biochemistry, molecular biology and cell biology. * includes perspective from new co-author Spencer Williams, who enhances coverage of
the connection between carbohydrates and life * describes the basic chemistry and biology of carbohydrates * reviews the concepts,
synthesis, reactions, and biology of carbohydrates
A thorough introduction is provided to the variety and complexity of the roles that glycoconjugates play in the cells of the nervous system.
Basic information as well as the latest developments in neural glycobiology are discussed. Topics covered range from the structure and
metabolism of the saccharide chains and current approaches used in their study, to changes glycoconjugates undergo during development
and aging of the nervous system and the roles they have in neurological disease. The breadth and depth of topics covered make it an
essential reference for those new to the field as well more seasoned investigators.
Blood Group Substances: Their Chemistry and Immunochemistry focuses on the characteristics, reactions, sources, and transformations of
blood group substances. The book first offers information on human blood group factors and the methods and reagents used in testing for
blood group antibodies and antigens. Topics include autoantibody formation and hemolytic anemia, panagglutinable erythrocytes, effects of
temperature on hemagglutination, and effects of periodate on blood group substances. The text also ponders on the sources and purification
of blood group substances. The publication examines the chemical and immunochemical characterization of blood group substances and
immunochemical similarities and differences among blood group substances from various species. The text then takes a look at antibodies to
blood group substances and their biological effects, including purification and concentration of blood group antibodies; studies with antibodies
labeled with radioactive isotopes; and passage of antibodies through the placenta. The manuscript is a valuable reference for readers
interested in blood group substances.
Handbook of Odors in Plastic Materials, Second Edition, analyzes the reasons behind unwanted odor formation and the methods for
preventing it. The book covers the fundamentals of odor formation and its transport within a material, the relationship between odor and
toxicity, and seventeen methods of odor removal. Odor can play a significant role in the success of a product; it can decide whether a
customer purchases the product in the first place, or can be the cause of complaints or returns. Similarly, in scented products, the retention of
volatile components is a particular challenge and opportunity. There are several factors which have an impact on the formation of odors in
plastic materials, including the properties of the polymer, use of additives in processing, exposure to radiation and oxygen, storage, and
recycling. Thirty-seven polymers and forty-one critical product groups are analyzed based on the latest research publications and patents.
The book also discusses regulations related to odor in products, effects of odor on health and safety, and the effect of odors from plastic
materials on indoor air quality. Analyzes the reasons behind odor formation Provides the best methods to prevent odors in various materials
Contains information on testing odor changes and the relationship between odor and toxicity Includes a comprehensive list of methods for
removal of unwanted odors from plastic materials
The first text to focus on the application of click chemistry to glycoscience, this book discusses the therapeutic and pharmacological aspects
of carbohydrate click chemistry and includes chapters on the concept's background, as well as its industrial applications in areas such as
drug discovery. The book reflects the novel methodologies and strategies of this concept. Each chapter describes new approaches, ideas,
consequences, and applications deriving from the introduction of click processes. This provides an essential reference for a wide range of
researchers and graduate-level students.
Part II of this excellent work covers proteoglycans and mucins and deals with many more examples of glycoprotein function. It also covers
glycoproteins from four more species (slime mold, snails, fish, batracians). The content of the volume is very comprehensive in that most
contributors are focussed on discussing, in depth, the wealth of most recent advances in their field, referring to previous reviews of older work
for background information. This method effectively produces a very wide subject coverage in a smaller number of chapters/volumes. The
volume is an important information source for all glycobiologist researchers (senior investigators, post-doctoral fellows and graduate
students), and as a good, comprehensive, reference text for scientists working in the life sciences.
The aim of the book is to provide a succinct overview of the current status of glycoscience from both basic biological and medical points of
view and to propose future directions, in order to facilitate further integrations of glycoscience with other fields in biological and medical
studies. Glycans (carbohydrate oligomers) are the so-called “building blocks” of carbohydrates, nucleic acids, proteins and lipids and play
major roles in many biological phenomena as well as in various pathophysiological processes. However, this area of glycoscience has been
neglected from the research community because glycan structures are very complex and functionally diverse and as compared to proteins
and nucleic acids simple tools for the amplification, sequencing and auto-synthesis of glycans are not available. Many scientists in other fields
of research have now realized that glycosylation, i.e. the addition of glycans to a protein backbone, is the most abundant post translational
modification reactions and is an important field of research and sometimes they require a glycobiology and/or glycochemistry approach to be
used. It is still difficult, however, for non-expert researchers to use these techniques. This book will provide numerous but simple overviews of
current topics and protocols for the experiments. The book is aimed at university students and above, including non-experts in the field of
glycoscience.
This book discusses glycobiology and various forms of human diseases. Topics covered include immunoglobulins, inflammation and
glycosylation, the role and therapeutic significance of natural anti-glycan antibodies in malignancies and in normal and aberrant pregnancy,
identifying urinary glycans as a possible method for the diagnosis of lysosomal storage diseases, glycobiology of human milk (biological roles
and diseases) and pectins as biological modulators of human physiological reactions. The book includes analysis of comprehensive data and
some productive conclusions and perspectives.
High Performance Silicon Imaging covers the fundamentals of silicon image sensors, with a focus on existing performance issues and
potential solutions. The book considers several applications for the technology as well. Silicon imaging is a fast growing area of the
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semiconductor industry. Its use in cell phone cameras is already well established, and emerging applications include web, security,
automotive, and digital cinema cameras. Part one begins with a review of the fundamental principles of photosensing and the operational
principles of silicon image sensors. It then focuses in on charged coupled device (CCD) image sensors and complementary metal oxide
semiconductor (CMOS) image sensors. The performance issues considered include image quality, sensitivity, data transfer rate, system level
integration, rate of power consumption, and the potential for 3D imaging. Part two then discusses how CMOS technology can be used in a
range of areas, including in mobile devices, image sensors for automotive applications, sensors for several forms of scientific imaging, and
sensors for medical applications. High Performance Silicon Imaging is an excellent resource for both academics and engineers working in the
optics, photonics, semiconductor, and electronics industries. Covers the fundamentals of silicon-based image sensors and technical
advances, focusing on performance issues Looks at image sensors in applications such as mobile phones, scientific imaging, TV
broadcasting, automotive, and biomedical applications
Worldwide, Ovarian carcinoma continues to be responsible for more deaths than all other gynecologic malignancies combined. International
leaders in the field address the critical biologic and basic science issues relevant to the disease. The book details the molecular biological
aspects of ovarian cancer. It provides molecular biology techniques of understanding this cancer. The techniques are designed to determine
tumor genetics, expression, and protein function, and to elucidate the genetic mechanisms by which gene and immunotherapies may be
perfected. It provides an analysis of current research into aspects of malignant transformation, growth control, and metastasis. A
comprehensive spectrum of topics is covered providing up to date information on scientific discoveries and management considerations.
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